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Description
A photovoltaic greenhouse must strike a balance between two contradicting requirements: maximize the flow of photosynthetic active radiation (PAR)
which is essential for the growth and photosynthesis of the plants and enhance the production of energy which increases along with the increase in size of the
opaque surface of the panels. The greatest challenge of a PV greenhouse is the competition between PV roofs and plants. The main limitations of the
integration in greenhouse concern the fact that these PV cells do not transmit sunlight and form a permanent shadow region which has negative effects on
production, reducing the crop growth or the amount of biomass.
Simple manufacturing process, the low fabrication cost, flexibility in scaling, low material usage and low light level sensitivity, but mainly the
variation in color and transparency of the dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) are essential characteristics that could make these cells the ideal candidate for
greenhouse application. The selection of the color of DSSC given by the dye can act as a plant growth regulator or serve as a photo selective covering
adsorbed with dye to manipulate the light spectrum entering the greenhouse.
In this context, the invention proposed to design, build, and test the wavelength-selective solar cell module (DSSC module), as a technically and
economically credible alternative concept of a PV roof for PV greenhouses.

Construction of DSSC module
 Simple manufacturing process, the low fabrication cost, flexibility in scaling,
low material usage and low light level sensitivity, but mainly the variation in
color and transparency of the dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC),
 One of the third generation of PV cells, are essential characteristics that
could make these cells the ideal candidate for greenhouse application.

The working principle of DSSC involves four
basic steps:
• Light absorption,
• Electron injection,
• Transportation of carrier,
• Collection of current.
The following steps are involved in the
conversion of photons into current.
 This technology could be able to deliver impressive benefits in
contrast to conventional PV due to its solar radiation
manipulation through the optimum choice of photosensitizer.
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Our DSSC [original work] (a), Current-voltage and power-voltage characteristics of DSSC fabricated (b)

Future perspectives
 Design,
build,
test
and
implementation of efficient and low-cost
n-p type DSSC based on TiO2 and Cu2O
using dyes (synthetic and natural)
which absorb in UV and NIR

The energy independent and combined fully
automated greenhouse standalone prototype based on
wavelength-selective solar cells (DSSC) [original work]

 Design, build, test and the energy
independent and combined fully automated greenhouse standalone
prototype based on wavelength-selective solar cells (DSSC), as a
technically and economically credible alternative concept to present day
conventional greenhouses.
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